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yalmip/YALMIP - MATLAB toolbox for optimization modeling; davidvarga/MBeautifier - MBeautifier is a MATLAB source code formatter, beautifier. It can be used directly in the MATLAB Editor and it is configurable. MatthewPeterKelly/OptimTraj - A trajectory optimization library for Matlab

SCIP
Climate Data Toolbox: Understanding Our Changing Climate. 2021-04-22 - Loren on the Art of MATLAB. Today our guest blogger is Lisa Kempler, who works at MathWorks in Natick, Massachusetts. Lisa supports researchers and educators, frequently geoscientists, helping them build and host the tools that they need on their community portals, fr
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OPTI toolbox is now available in version 2.10. OPTimization Interface (OPTI) Toolbox is a free MATLAB toolbox for constructing and solving linear, nonlinear, continuous and discrete optimization problems for Windows users. OPTI Toolbox in its current version comes with SCIP 3.0.2. 16/Jul/2014

YALMIP
Polytopic geometry using YALMIP and MPT (example) portfolio optimization. Multi-objective problems in YALMIP (article) Nonconvex long-short constraints - 7 ways to count (article) ... YALMIP : A Toolbox for Modeling and Optimization in MATLAB (reference) Follow: Feed

GitHub — uhub/awesome-matlab: A curated list of awesome ... Matlab符号运算是通过集成在Matlab中的符号数学工具箱(Symbolic Math Toolbox)来实现的。和别的工具箱有所不同,该工具箱不是基于矩阵的数值分析,而是使用字符串来进行符号分析与运算。实际上,Matlab中的符号数学工具箱是建立在Maple基础上的,当进行Matlab符号运算时,它就请求Maple软件去计算并将 ...